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Victory is Yours by

Living as a victor comes when you are living in your power. When you are living as
a victim you taking the world as it is-you are taking your life as it is. Living in
disempowerment and usually experiencing your inner critic daily. You perceive and
want to be safe so you operate out of a post based identity and experienced.
Whether this is consciously or unconsciously its happening. The victim state fuels being
serious, significant and dramatic.

In your power/victor state, you are living in a world and mindset of limitless potential.
You experience empowerment and your inner critic is silenced. To live as a victor
there are:
1) Goals: Be clear with what you want.

2)Who in the hell do I desire to be to reveal my talents: Be clear with what, how,
why and your core values.

3) Healing Childhood wounds: If you haven’t healed your past it will always be in
your future. You can’t put a dollar amount on healing.

4) Complete with your trauma: Realize your trauma is what happened to you and
yes it was bad but realize its not happening to you now in this moment or in the
future is liberating.

5) Responsibility, Commitment and Integrity: embodying these equals freedom

6) Pay-offs/Costs/Choice: understanding the length of time you spend in your
default means you are going to get no where and the pay-offs you are getting a lot
out of. You have choice moment by moment to shift.

Mastering all these areas you will:
a) no more serious, significance and drama in your life

b) Actualizing the ability to sustain your victor mindset

c) No more oscillating between victim to victor

d) Finally knowing HOW to experience this level of transformation you just are-which
mean the past doesn’t have you.


